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Maxelâ Roma 2 

"Monster Steaks!"

If you are in the city of Rome where steaks are difficult to find, head

straight to Maxelâ Roma 2 for a perfect meal. The friendly ambiance and

staff make it a pleasant experience. This place is decently priced for the

great quantity they serve, especially of the steaks. Some of the succulent

steaks you may want to try are the signature 42oz bone-in ribeye, home-

made kettle chips, chicken steaks and much more. The wine collection is

extensive and good too. For more information and reservations, call

ahead.

 +39 06 6821 0313  romacoppelle@maxela.it  Via delle Coppelle 10-13, Rome

 by TheFork 

T-Bone Station 

"American Inside & Out"

As indicated by the name, this is an American restaurant specializing in

steaks. The rustic interiors featuring wooden tables create a warm

ambiance and the American menu will bring a sense of nostalgia for the

US compatriot. The appetizers include onion rings, fried chicken wings

and baked potatoes with a filling of cheddar cheese, sour cream and

bacon. Some of the favorites include T-bone steaks, the King Cut for two,

spare ribs and mixed grill. There are also a variety of salads, hamburgers,

steaks and cheesecakes.

 +39 06 678 7650  www.t-bone.it/  info@t-bone.it  Via Francesco Crispi 29/31,

Rome

 by TheFork 

Restaurant La Gattabuia 

"Roman Dishes & Red Wines!"

Located in the neighborhood of Trastevere, Restaurant La Gattabuia is

one great place for delicious steaks and pizzas. The low lit and soft

ambiance sure proves for a relaxed meal. The authentic Italian and Roman

delicacies like the carbonara, amatriciana, gnocchi, fried and grilled

vegetables and the grilled items such as the fillets, steaks and roasts are

much appreciated here. The pizzas prepared slowly in their special wood

stove cannot be missed here. Complement your meals and choose from a

vast variety of 80 red wines from Lazio. Be sure to end the evening with

the perfect dessert from their menu. Call ahead to inquire more on hosting

your private events here.

 +39 06 58 4813  info@lagattabuia.it  Via Del Porto 1, Rome

https://thefork.com/restaurant/maxela/472449?cc=56873-f81
https://cityseeker.com/rome/789960-maxelâ-roma-2
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https://cityseeker.com/rome/6023-t-bone-station
https://thefork.com/restaurant/la-gattabuia/45701?cc=56873-f81
https://cityseeker.com/rome/789972-restaurant-la-gattabuia
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Kilo Restaurant 

"BBQ's, Steaks & Much More!"

If you want to try some of the mouthwatering steaks, Kilo Restaurant is

the place to be at. Some of the creative dishes you may want to try here

are crispy patties with melted cheese, mushrooms and truffles, ravioli with

meat, and mozzarella and grilled radicchio. The succulent steaks and

barbecue items are perfectly cooked and flavored as per your tastes and

the extensive list of gourmet burgers provide a quick and filling option for

lunch or dinner. The extensive beer and desserts collections are great

accompaniments to your meals.

 +39 06 6478 1752  kilorestaurant.it/  Via Tirso 30, Rome

 by joshuemd   

Joseph Ristorante 

"Italian Goodness!"

If authentic pizza is on your mind Joseph Ristorante is one of the perfect

places to be at. With casual atmosphere and warm friendly service, this

restaurant is reasonably priced. The Italian menu consists of

mouthwatering steaks, pastas, signature pizzas, lasagnas, and everything

nice. The desserts are something you wouldn't want to miss after such a

wonderful meal. The wine collection is extensive at very good prices.

Reservations are recommended, or arrive early to avoid queuing up. For

more information on hiring this space for your special events, call ahead.

 +39 06 662 3887  www.ristorantejoseph.com/it/  Via Accursio 12, Rome
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Bisteak Pietralata 

"Italian Or Steaks?"

Located in the neighborhood of Monte Sacro, Bisteak Pietralata is a great

place for steaks and the authentic Italian cuisine. The succulent meats are

carefully and perfectly grilled and flavored as per their patrons tastes.

Besides the steaks, you may also want to try their carbonara, sheek

kebabs, pastas, burgers, fillets, empanadas and much more. The fully

stocked bar will offer a vast variety to choose from. For reservations and

more information, call ahead.

 +39 06 4179 2126  www.bisteak.it/ristorante/  info@bisteak.it  Via di Pietralata 141, Rome
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